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Abstract: The researchers utilized the 16 letters from 289th to 304th letters of Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay). In 

this article the researchers tried to find that the Tcheonzamun is wheather written in non-organic system or written in organic system. 
From this interpretation, the researchers found that the 16 letters consists an organic system and that it is a poem. The meaning of 
this poem is as follows; it is not bad if you try at the beginning to treat kindly other people with sincerity and with goodness. But it is 
much more splendid that even the time passes you keep with fidelity to do to others in a just or right manner and on a good or nice 
attitude. 
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INTRODUCTION 
"Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay) was composed of 63 poems and each poem has its own independent 

meaning." This is the suggestion of the present researchers [1]. Tcheonzamun was written with 1,000 letters in Chinese characters. 
The researchers wanted to translate Tcheonzamun poem in a different method to those in a Korean translation [2] and in an English 
translation [3]. The researchers found that the Thousand Character Essay, Tcheonzamun, was written with two systems; one is 
through Chinese character[4]. and another through Korean pronunciation system [5]. 

 
In this article the researchers tried to find that the poem is wheather written in non-organic system as shown by Kim [2] or by 

Sturman [3] or written in organic system. In other words, whether the poem of 16 letters has an independent meaning (organic system) 
or not (non-organic system). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The researchers utilized the 16 letters from 289th to 304th letters of Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay). And the 

researchers translated it through Chinese character. In other words, the researchers tried to find meaning of the Thousand Character 
Essay, Tcheonzamun, through Chinese character system [4]. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The researchers tried to translate Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay) of 16 letters from 289th to 304th 

characters. And the researchers also tried to find if the 16 Chinese characters have an organic system enough to be a poem.  
 

The main stream of the translation is as follows; the first line shows the general notion of common sense. And the second, 
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the third and the fourth lines show an opposite meaning to the common sense of the first line, and they show the wider notion than the 
common sense. 

 
Order of 1,000 letters, Chinese character, (Korean Pronunciation of the character), and the translation of the 4 Chinese 

characters into English 
 

289-292 篤 初 誠 美 (Dog Tcho Seong Mi) 

 

It is not bad if you try at the beginning (初) to treat kindly other people (篤) with sincerity (誠) and with goodness (美).  

 

293-296 愼 終 宜 令 (Sin Zong Eui Lyeong) 

 

But it is much more splendid that even the time passes (終) you keep with fidelity to do to others (愼) in a just or right 

manner (宜) and on a good or nice attitude (令). 

 

297-300 榮 業 所 基 (Yeong Eob So Gi) 

 

It is really the thing (所) that is the starting point or the foundation (基) of the glorious (榮) results (業). 

 

301-304 籍 甚 無 竟 (Zeog Sim Mu Gyeong) 

 

You will see that the number of these glorious results (籍) will be increased (甚), but you can not even (無) count how much 

they are! (竟)  Because there will be too many such a nice things around you! 

 
From this interpretation, the researchers found that the 16 letters consists an organic system and that it is a poem. 
 
The bless of God to Abraham shown in the Bible (Old Testament), is it similar to this on the fourth line of this Tcheonzamun 

(the Thousand Character Essay) poem? 
 
The next writing is written by one of the researchers, Augustin Kim, on the afternoon of 3 July 2011. The title of this 

composition is 'Even the time passes!'  
 
My five children and my dear Hyeonhi! 
 

Today it is the birthday of Jiah Anna on solar calendar. Rosa who lives together with Jiah telephoned to us, Augustin and 
Hyeonhi, that "I have prepared today the meat and Kimchi (Korean traditional food) for the birthday of my older sister Anna." So we 
told Rosa that "Ah, today it is the birthday of Anna. It shall be 8 July 2011 on the lunar calendar. (Usually we prepare the food of each 
one's birthday on lunar calendar)" And we finished talking through the telephone. 

 
Who believe that if we say that it is possible to live peacefully everyday? Yesterday your mother Hyeonhi telephoned to one 

of you who live in Seoul and again to one of you who lives in Paris. She telephoned to you earnestly with a very serious manner. 
 
There was an appointment that the couple of the oldest sister of Hyeonhi would come to us. But your Mom continued her 

telephones to you in Paris and to you in Seoul again and again. The object of her telephones was to make both of you in a good 
relation. It seemed for Hyeonhi to be the most important thing in the whole world! When I looked, beside of your Mom Hyeonhi, her 
interceding with you for your favourable relations. I even felt that she seemed to be saint. Anyway yesterday was the really and very 
precious time for you, our five children! 
 

My children, I hope that you would keep this experience well in your mind! To apologize his (her) fault to other or to forgive 
other people, it might be the biggest affair and the most difficult thing in the world. And this must be the most precious thing during our 
life. Yesterday, it was the really happy day for me, Augustin your father, who have during those telephones looked your mother in her 
side. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this article the researchers tried to find that the Tcheonzamun is written in non-organic system or written in organic system. 

From this interpretation, the researchers found that the 16 letters consists an organic system and that it is a poem. The meaning of 
this poem is as follows. 

 
It is not bad if you try at the beginning to treat kindly other people with sincerity and with goodness. But it is much more 

splendid that even the time passes you keep with fidelity to do to others in a just or right manner and on a good or nice attitude. 
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